Controlling the transmission of electrical current using a quantum point contact constriction paved a way to a large variety of experiments in mesoscopic physics. The increasing interest in heat transfer in such systems fosters questions about possible manipulations of quantum heat modes that do not carry net charge (neutral modes). Here, we study the transmission of upstream neutral modes through a quantum point contact in fractional hole-conjugate quantum Hall states. Employing two different measurement techniques, we were able to render the relative spatial distribution of these chargeless modes with their charged counterparts. In these states, which were found to harbor more than one downstream charge mode, the upstream neutral modes are found to flow with the inner charge mode -as theoretically predicted. These results unveil a universal upstream heat current structure and open the path for more complex engineering of heat flows and cooling mechanisms in quantum nano-electronic devices.
INTRODUCTION
The intimate link between heat current, entropy flow and therefore information transfer [1, 2] , triggered recent interest in thermoelectric effects occurring at the nanoscale, such as measurements of the quantum limit of heat flow of a single quantum mode [3] [4] [5] [6] , heat Coulomb blockade of a ballistic channel [7] or quantum limited efficiency of heat engines and refrigerators [8, 9] . One main experimental obstacle in measuring thermal effects is to decouple the charge from heat currents. Such separation is made easier in the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) [10] , since, at least in hole-conjugate states (say, 1/2 < ν < 1), chargeless heat modes propagate with an opposite chirality (upstream) to that of the charge modes [11] [12] [13] . Theoretically, while Laughlin wave function [14] has a great success * correspondence should be addressed to: lafont.fabien@gmail.com in describing various aspects of the FQHE at filling factors ν = 1/m , with odd m, the structure of hole-conjugate filling fractions, such as ν = 2/3 and ν = 3/5, is still not clear. Two edge-model structures had been proposed for the most studied ν = 2/3 state, the first considers this state as a charge conjugate of the ν = 1/3 state; namely, a ν = 1/3 hole Landau level (LL) in the completely filled ν = 1 electronic LL form a Laughlin condensate with ν = 1/3 [15, 16] . The second, considers it as a ν = 1 type condensate of fractional e * = 1/3 quasiparticles on top of the ν = 1/3 state [17, 18] . Interestingly, recent experiments with a softly defined edge potential (induced by a gate) showed that the structure of the edge charge modes at filling factors ν = 2/3 (and similarly at ν = 3/5) is in fact composed of two spatially separated charge modes [19] , that would suggest the second point of view to be more appropriate. Furthermore, topological arguments require to have a conserved total number of net modes, therefore predicting two upstream neutral modes at ν = 2/3, and three at ν = 3/5.
Here, we fully characterize the transmission of the downstream charge modes and the upstream neutral modes through a potential barrier, imposed by a quantum point contact (QPC). We show their relative spatial distribution and heat power carried by the neutral modes. Using the same device, we shed more light on the interplay between charge and neutral modes impinging on a QPC by distinguishing thermal fluctuations from shot noise.
RESULTS

Transmission of neutral modes accross a QPC
The experimental setup, designed to map the transmission of neutral modes through a QPC constriction, is presented in Figs. 1a, 1c, 1e. The QPC (on the right) partitions either the charge mode emitted from S2 ( Fig. 1a ), or the neutral modes excited by the hot spot at the back of contact H (Figs. 1c & 1e). In the latter case, two methods were employed to convert the energy carried by the neutral modes to a measurable charge current. The first utilized a quantum dot (QD, on the left) to convert a temperature gradient to a net thermoelectric current [20- In this configuration the current is sourced from S1, reaching to the quantum dot (QD). Sweeping the plunger gate voltage results in a succession of Coulomb peaks as shown by the blue curve on g). b) Schematic of the equilibrium distribution on each side of the QD. When the plunger gate is tuned, electron can tunnel into the dot from the high occupation number region to the lower one, creating a positive current measured at D1. c) Neutral mode heat detection configuration: The current sourced in H is directed to the ground and plays no part in the experiment. A hot spot present at the upstream side of contact H excites the neutral heat modes flowing upstream towards the QD, creating a thermal gradient across the QD. The produced thermoelectric current then flows to D1. d) Sketch of the equilibrium distribution on both side of the dot in the case depicted in c). In this case the tunneling direction will depend if an energy level of the QD is placed bellow or above the center of the distribution. This induces an alternating current when the plunger gate is tuned. e) Noise measurement configuration: Here the input QPC of the QD is set to half transmission while the second one is fully open. This turns the QD into an effective single QPC device. The heat carried by the neutral modes increase the electron temperature at the input QPC of the dot, which increases the Johnson-Nyquist noise, measured at D1. f ) Excess noise measured at D1 as function of current injected in H, as described in e). g) Measurement corresponding to the configuration a) in blue and c) in orange. Fig. 1c . With the thermal distribution at the input of the QD being hotter than at the output, scanning the energy level of the QD leads to a net thermoelectric current through the QD with an alternating polarity (see Fig. 1d and Fig. 1g , and experimental details in Methods Section). The second approach used excess noise measurements, resulting from the upstream heat current impinging on a QPC ( Fig. 1e ) [11, 25, 26] . Here, the input-QPC of the QD was tuned to transmission half while the output-QPC was fully open; therefore turning the QD to a single QPC. The impinging neutral mode increases the electron temperature at the QPC and accordingly the Johnson-Nyquist noise measured at D1 (Fig. 1f ).
24] as sketched in
The thermopower of a QD, subjected to such a thermal gradient, was studied both theoretically and experimentally [21] [22] [23] 27] . On the theoretical side, one needs to obtain the thermoelectric current while considering a specific model of the edge modes structure (see below). On the experimental side, we can directly relate the thermoelectric current to the heat current carried by the transmit-ted neutral modes ( Fig. 2a ). Since half of the injected power into contact H, P H = 1/2 × IV , is dissipated on the hot spot at the back of the ohmic contact H , it is proportional to the heat current (more details in sup. material), P ∝ (T 2 1 − T 2 0 ) × π 2 k 2 B /6h, carried away by the neutral modes which allows us to map the thermoelectric current to the heat flow [3, 4] . Utilizing this correspondence, the spatial distribution of the neutral modes can be ascertained by measuring their transmission through a QPC constriction. Applying constant power (∼20 fW) to contact H and measuring the thermoelectric (TE) current across the QD as we gradually pinch the right-QPC (see details in Measurement technique), we find the evolution of heat current carried by the neutral modes ("neutral transmission"), that we present on Fig. 2c (blue curve) together with the conductance of the QPC (black curve). The neutral-transmission was extracted by taking the corresponding power for a given measured TE current from the mapping in Fig (which is proportional to the heat current carried by the neutral modes, see sup. material), where T 1 is measured and T 0 = 30 mK is the base fridge temperature. It is clear from Fig.2c that the two methods led to consistent results. Comparing the neutral transmission with the one of the charge modes, one notices that ∼80% of the neutral mode power is reflected when the inner charge mode, with conductance of e 2 /3h, is reflected (at the beginning of the conductance plateau, around V QPC = −0.4 V), showing that most of the upstream heat flow is 'attached' to the inner charge mode. A very similar result was obtained for ν = 3/5 with strong correlation between the reflection of the inner charge mode and the reflection of the heat modes ( Fig. 2e ).
Theoretical Model
We now compare our experimental results to a theoretical model of the ν = 2/3 state. The first model for such state was developed by MacDonald [15] , that predicted two counter-propagating charged edge modes with respective conductance e 2 /h flowing downstream and e 2 /3h flowing upstream. Due to the absence of any experimental evidence of upstream current [28] , Kane, Fisher and Polchinski [16, 29] introduced scattering between the above mentioned channels leading to a single downstream charge mode with conductance 2e 2 /3h and an upstream neutral mode. Later, Meir et al. [17, 18] refined this model for a soft edge potential (which is the case for gate-defined edge, like presently) and proposed an edge modes picture presented on Fig. 2b . A smooth confining potential in-duces a non-trivial density variation near the edge: Starting from the bulk, the local filling factor goes from 2/3 to 1 creating an upstream charge mode of conductance e 2 /3h. The subsequent filling factor drop goes from unity to 0 and therefore creates a charge mode going downstream with an associated conductance equal to e 2 /h. Finally, an extra density hump reaching ν = 1/3 creates a pair of G = e 2 /3h counter propagating channels. Taking into account interactions and scattering between the channels leads to the presence of a decoupled channel with conductance e 2 /3h of width ξ 0 close to the edge, flowing next to an inner, wider channel of width ξ, also with conductance e 2 /3h accompanied by two neutral modes flowing upstream. Note, that there are several alternative pictures of QH states at filling factors 2/3 and 3/5 both with and without neutral upstream edge modes (see, e.g., [30] ). Moreover, edge reconstruction phenomena [31, 32] (e.g. additional humps in the density) can affect both the microscopic and effective behavior of edge states. Therefore, we focus our discussion on the simplest effective model of edge states that is less sensitive to the details of experimental situation. The theoretical model presented here utilizes the "Meir et al." edge structure where couplings between channels leads to different excitation. The outer edge mode is completely decoupled from all other channels, while the inner channel gives rise to excitations, each characterized by a charge e * and a scaling dimension ∆ (see details in Supplementary note 4), which allow us to calculate the TE current through a single energy level 0 of the QD for this particular edge state picture and for dominant excitation with e * = 1/3 and ∆ = 1 [33] :
where f out , f in , T out , T in are the occupation numbers and temperatures corresponding to the Input and Output side of the quantum dot. Considering that the two upstream modes originate from a hot reservoir at temperature T 1 and the downstream ones at temperature T 0 , it is possible to express the QD's input/output occupation number as,
(1) one can calculate the evolution of the TE current in a QD with a single energy level for this particular edge modes picture (see Supplementary note 4). The results either using effective temperature approximation or exact numeric integration are plotted in Fig.2a . The good agreement between the theoretical and experimental results strengthen the validity of an edge picture that consists of two charge modes accompanied by two upstream neutral modes. Using the same theoretical picture, we have modeled the neutral and charge transmissions trough the QPC constriction using a quasi-classical approximation [34] :
where i =inner, outer. In our model there are two modes that are spatially separated, therefore they will be centered around different gate voltage V i of the split-gate QPC, and with different width corresponding to δV i . The total charge transmission t charge (V ) = (t inner (V ) + t outer (V )) /2 is plotted in Fig.2d together with the neutral transmission, t neutral (V ) = t inner (V ), where both the neutral modes are located near the inner charge mode. As visible on Fig.2d , this simple model is able to qualitatively explain the transmission of the neutral modes; and in particular the observed vanishing of the neutral transmission when the conductance reaches G QPC = 1/3. To compare in more details the measured transmission of the neutral modes in the two bulk fractions, ν B = 2/3 and ν B = 3/5, we have plotted each one as function of the conductance of the QPC constriction G QPC (Fig.2f) . Surprisingly, they present a nearly identical behavior, which strongly suggests that, at least for these two hole-conjugate states, the transmission of the neutral modes is dictated by the conductance of the QPC and is poorly dependent on the bulk filling factor. We have plotted on the same figure (open symbols) the results of another similar sample (presented in Supplementary note 1). It is clear that the curves present an overlap on a large G QPC region which indicates that the structure of the neutral modes is universal and do not depend on the bulk state as well as the particular mobility or disorder in the QPC constriction.
Excess noise subtraction
Noise measurements reveal even more about energy exchange mechanisms between the charge and neutral modes. We first start from the configuration presented on Fig.3a , where we measure excess-noise in D2 when sourcing DC current from S2. As shown on Figs. 3e & 3f (green curves) and reported previously [25, 26, 35, 36] , the noise remain finite when the QPC is tuned to the conductance plateau at t QPC = 1/2 with G QPC = e 2 /3h (Fig. 3d ). This finite noise is even more puzzling since in recent experiment [19] it was shown that two spatially separated channels are present, excluding the presence of conventional shot noise at such transmission. Taking advantage of this device we were able to show that a thermal contribution is added to the shot noise. In order to distinguish between the thermal noise and the partition noise of the quasiparticles (shot noise), the TE current in the QD was measured as function of the right-QPC, but this time the current was sourced in S2 (Fig. 3b ). The finite measured thermoelectric current presented on Fig. 3e (red curve) is a clear signature of heat dissipation occurring at the right-QPC constriction where the charge modes exchange energy with the neutral mode. Similarly, exciting neutral modes using contact H as shown in Fig. 3c , increases locally the electronic temperature at the QPC -as discussed before (Fig. 3f, blue curve) . Indeed, a similar dependence on the right-QPC transmission, in both measurements, is observed in Fig. 3e . Subsequently, it is interesting to exclude the thermal contribution from the total excess noise measured at D2 when sourcing from S2 and be left with the shot-noise contribution solely. In order to do that, we subtracted the thermal noise N th multiplied by a constant α, that characterizes the neutral mode decay, from the total noise N tot . The constant α was chosen such that the shot noise contribution at half-transmission would be zero -as expected from a full transmission of one channel and a full reflection of the second. The result of this subtraction N sn = N tot − αN th is plotted on Fig. 3g together with the expected excess noise (orange curve) for two charged channels giving a "double hump" shape (due to the t(1−t) dependence of the noise of each channel). The shot noise N SN follows the expected behavior in the range 0 − 0.5 of total QPC transmission, but then collapses to zero in all the region above half transmission. This would imply that the measured noise when the inner mode is being partitioned results solely from thermal fluctuations -consistent with the neutral modes being attached to the inner channel. This would furthermore indicate that, the outer mode can be partitioned like a ballistic channel while the inner one exhibits dissipation. More experimental and theoretical studies of this excess noise are required to have a full picture of such state.
DISCUSSION
Via studying the transmission of neutral modes through a QPC constriction at hole conjugate states, ν = 2/3 and ν = 3/5 we showed that this structure is consistent with the presence of two upstream neutral modes attached to the downstream inner charge mode; being in agreement with the proposed model by Meir [17, 18] . Moreover, this transmission of the neutral modes through a barrier formed by a QPC constriction is governed by its conductance and does not depend on the bulk-filling factor. This suggests a universality of the neutral modes morphology, which should guide future theoretical models describing them and their interplay with the charge modes. More generally, these results mark a new step in the understanding of heat transport in the FQHE regime as well as for possible future implementation of controlled engineering of heat currents on nanoscale electronic devices.
METHODS
Sample fabrication
The samples were fabricated in GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures, embedding a 2DEG, with an areal density of (1.2-2.5) × 10 11 cm −2 and a 4.2 K "dark" mobility(3.9-5.1) × 10 6 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , 70-116 nm below the surface. The different gates were defined with electron beam lithography, followed by deposition of Ti/Au. Ohmic contacts were made from annealed Au/Ge/Ni. The sample was cooled to 30 mK in a dilution refrigerator.
Measurement technique
Conductance measurements were done by applying an a.c. signal with ∼ 1µV r.m.s. excitation around 1.3 MHz in the relevant source. The drain voltage was filtered using an LC resonant circuit and amplified by homemade voltage preamplifier (cooled to 1 K) followed by a roomtemperature amplifier (NF SA-220F5).
For the thermoelectric current measurement, an alternating voltage V H at frequency f≈650 kHz was applied to contact H, giving rise to an upstream neutral modes with temperature proportional to |V H |, producing a series of harmonics starting at 2f . The heat reaching the upper side of the QD generates an alternating thermoelectric current flowing to drain D1. The signal is then filtered using an LC circuit with a resonant frequency at 2f = 1.3 MHz amplified by a home-made voltage cold amplifier followed by a room-temperature amplifier, and finally reaching a lock-in amplifier set to measure at frequency 2f. The thermoelectric current was measured by sweeping the plunger gate for a given V H amplitude by averaging the peak-to-peak voltage of more then 20 consecutive oscillations. The QD is in the metallic regime ∆E k B T e 2 /C where the temperature is above the level spacing ∆E and below the charging energy e 2 /k B C = 290 mK (see Coulomb diamond measurement in Supplementary note 3).
Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon request. At fillings ν = 2, 2/5 and 1/3 there were no measurable thermoelectric voltage, consisting with the lack of upstream neutral modes at these states. At fillings ν = 1, 2/3 and 3/5 we measure significant thermoelectric voltage consisting with the upstream neutral expected in the hole-conjugate states (ν = 2/3 and 3/5). At filling ν = 1 upstream heat mode was measured before [1, 2] and it was attribute to a state of ν = 2/3 underlying the ν = 1. 
where z i = x i + i y i are complex coordinates of electrons in the plane of two-dimensional electron gas and l B = c/eB is the magnetic length. This state features fractionally charged anyons that are created by the operator ψ † (ζ) defined via z 1 , ..., z n |ψ(ζ)|Ψ L = i (ζ − z i ) z 1 , ..., z n |Ψ L .
The Laughlin wave function (1) has a great success in describing various aspects of the corresponding fractional quantum Hall states. It has also been shown to be very close to exact eigenstate by numeric calculations and shown to be a universal exact wave function for short range interactions. For more complex filling fractions like ν = 2/3, 3/5, etc., it is still not completely clear what is the structure the wave function. Here we focus on the ν = 2/3 state and discuss consequences for other filling factors later. There are two points of view on the ν = 2/3 state. One considers this state as a charge conjugate to the ν = 1/3 state. In other words, holes in the completely filled Landau level ν = 1 form a Laughlin condensate with ν = 1/3. Another one considers ν = 2/3 state as a ν = 1 type condensate of fractional e * = 1/3 quasi-particles on top of the ν = 1/3 state. It can be described by the wave function:
Note that the magnetic length of inner condensate is renormalized by √ m. Such construction in general could describe various filling factors in the hierarchic manner [4] . We argue that the present experiment indicates that the second point of view is more appropriate. In order to investigate the edge structure of such state (3), we take into account that the energy scales are much lower than the fractional gap and use the effective low-energy theory [5, 6, 7] to describe the edge states. It has been shown [8] that the generic action for Abelian effective model of edge sates can be always cast in the form: In the effective theory, the inner modes are described in a universal way by three boson fields φ c , φ n , φ n with action (4). Note that these modes have larger width than the outermost charged mode.
Here effective occupation numbers f i ( 0 ) are simply Fourier transforms of the corresponding correlation functions: 
